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Lot Description Start price

1 Diesel Generator 9500: KraftWorld Germany: with 1x380 
Volt and 2x220 / 230 Volt output: mobile on wheels: lifting 
eye: low oil level warning: fuses: Voltage meter: sound 
insulation: with manual: unused and packaged

10 €

2 Diesel Generator 9500: KraftWorld Germany: with 1x380 
Volt and 2x220 / 230 Volt output: mobile on wheels: lifting 
eye: low oil level warning: fuses: Voltage meter: sound 
insulation: with manual: unused and packaged

10 €

3 1 pcs electric saw table: Gude GTK2500PS: 2,000 Watt: 
dimensions 630 x 430 x 800 mm (lxwxh): saw blade round 
254/30 mm with 30 teeth: 4250 rpm: cutting angle 
adjustable: with dust extraction options: unused and 
packaged

10 €

4 1 pcs electric saw table: Gude GTK2500PS: 2,000 Watt: 
dimensions 630 x 430 x 800 mm (lxwxh): saw blade round 
254/30 mm with 30 teeth: 4250 rpm: cutting angle 
adjustable: with dust extraction options: unused and 
packaged

10 €

5 1 piece Tool trolley: very solid and professional equipment: 
dimensions 705 x 370 x 855 mm (lxwxh): with extendable 
worktop with extended length of 1,250 mm: drawers, etc., 
double bearing: with 2 swivel castors and 2 fixed castors: 
scratch-resistant surface: with integrated lock the drawers
can all be locked at the same time: year of construction 
2020: unused

10 €

6 1 piece Tool trolley: very solid and professional equipment: 
dimensions 705 x 370 x 855 mm (lxwxh): with extendable 
worktop with extended length of 1,250 mm: drawers, etc., 
double bearing: with 2 swivel castors and 2 fixed castors: 
scratch-resistant surface: with integrated lock the drawers
can all be locked at the same time: year of construction 
2020: unused

10 €
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7 1 piece tool trolley / box: mobile: with telescopic handle: 
with removable tool box: 460x270x815 mm (lxwxh): VDT 
Power 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

8 1 piece tool trolley / box: mobile: with telescopic handle: 
with removable tool box: 460x270x815 mm (lxwxh): VDT 
Power 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

9 1 piece tool trolley / box: mobile: with telescopic handle: 
with removable tool box: 460x270x815 mm (lxwxh): VDT 
Power 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

11 100 pairs of work gloves LATEX: suitable for various sizes: 
2020: unused and packaged

10 €

12 100 pairs of work gloves LATEX: suitable for various sizes: 
2020: unused and packaged

10 €

14 1 piece Rolling scaffold: Euroscaffold 190: working height 
approx. 3 meters: with 4 braked wheels: with working 
platform 1,900 x 7,500 mm: stackable and heightened: 
complies with NEN-EN 1004: year of construction 2020: 
unused

10 €
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15 6,000 pieces Mouth masks: 3-layer: non-medical type: with
display packaging: packed per 50 pieces in plastic: 
production year 2020: unused and packed in outer box

10 €

16 1 piece tool trolley, Manster Tools Germany, 399 parts: 7 
drawers of which 6 drawers filled with tools including ring 
ratchet wrenches, with 2 fixed and swivel wheels, foam 
inlay in 6 drawers: lockable side cabinet for aerosol cans 
etc., soft close drawers closure with locking, drawers 
lockable, 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

17 1 piece tool trolley, Manster Tools Germany, 399 parts: 7 
drawers of which 6 drawers filled with tools including ring 
ratchet wrenches, with 2 fixed and swivel wheels, foam 
inlay in 6 drawers: lockable side cabinet for aerosol cans 
etc., soft close drawers closure with locking, drawers 
lockable, 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

18 1 piece wheelbarrow with 160-liter plastic container: 
heavily reinforced galvanized frame: 2020: unused and 
packed

10 €

19 1 piece wheelbarrow with 160-liter plastic container: 
heavily reinforced galvanized frame: 2020: unused and 
packed

10 €

20 1 piece Dirt bike with petrol engine: color BLUE: year of 
construction 2020: unused and packaged

10 €
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21 1 piece Tool trolley 92-piece filled: with top box with 6 
drawers and a top compartment. The base cabinet has two 
wide drawers and a large bottom compartment with 
opening doors and is equipped with four castors. The 
drawers of the top box can be locked during transport. Two
drawers are filled with, among other things: 9-piece open-
ended spanner set 8-17 mm bite set with holder, hobby 
knife, tension meter, claw hammer, hacksaw, combination 
pliers, needle nose pliers, tape measure 3 meters, flashlight
4-piece screwdriver set, set of allen keys 25-piece socket 
set, caps from 4 to 22 mm., adjustable wrench and quick-
release collet.
Dimensions: 1075 x 330 x 620 mm: year of construction 
2020: unused and packaged

10 €

22 10 pieces Lashing straps 25 mm x 6 meters: LC 450 daN: 
unused and packed

10 €

23 10 pieces Lashing straps 25 mm x 6 meters: LC 450 daN: 
unused and packed

10 €

24 10 pieces Lashing straps 25 mm x 6 meters: LC 450 daN: 
unused and packed

10 €

25 1 pcs aluminum ramps: capacity 700 kg: length 1170 mm: 
width 310 mm: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €
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26 1 pcs aluminum ramps: capacity 700 kg: length 1170 mm: 
width 310 mm: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

27 2 pieces Lashing strap 9 meters / 5,000 kg: 50 mm: 
material: polyester: with Ergo ratchet: strength 5,000 daN 
= 5 Ton: BS 7,500 kg: pointed hook: fully stitched: standard 
EN12195-2: with TUV-GS approval: year of construction 
2020: unused and packaged

10 €

28 2 pieces Lashing strap 9 meters / 5,000 kg: 50 mm: 
material: polyester: with Ergo ratchet: strength 5,000 daN 
= 5 Ton: BS 7,500 kg: pointed hook: fully stitched: standard 
EN12195-2: with TUV-GS approval: year of construction 
2020: unused and packaged

10 €

29 1 piece Indoor scaffold: dimensions 1,700 x 440 mm (lxw): 
with platform: with 2 diagonal braces: with 1 horizontal 
brace: can also be used as a ladder: with GS and EN131 
quality mark: year of construction 2020: unused and 
packaged

10 €

33 2 car ramps: 830x300x260 mm: load capacity 1,000 kg 
each: 2020: unused

10 €

34 1 pcs Battery charger / jump starter: Güde V421C: 2020: 
switchable 12-24 Volt: charging current 60 Amp: max 
output 8 kW: 330x250x600 mm: 16 Amp: nominal capacity 
20-1000 Ah

10 €
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35 1 piece Electric winch 900 kilos: 12 Volt: 15 meter steel 
cable with safety hook: with manual operation: 2020: 
unused and packaged

10 €

36 1 piece Electric winch 900 kilos: 12 Volt: 15 meter steel 
cable with safety hook: with manual operation: 2020: 
unused and packaged

10 €

37 1 piece Electric winch 900 kilos: 12 Volt: 15 meter steel 
cable with safety hook: with manual operation: 2020: 
unused and packaged

10 €

38 1 piece Workbench combination grinder GDS 150K: with 
grinding disc 150x20 mm and sanding belt: 2020: unused, 
packed in box

10 €

39 1 piece Workbench combination grinder GDS 150K: with 
grinding disc 150x20 mm and sanding belt: 2020: unused, 
packed in box

10 €
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40 1 piece Jumpstarter 3 in 1 starting aid: booster with 
lighting and compressor: 9 Amp and 250 PSI: with charging 
cord for 220 Volt and 12 Volt: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

41 1 piece Jumpstarter 3 in 1 starting aid: booster with 
lighting and compressor: 9 Amp and 250 PSI: with charging 
cord for 220 Volt and 12 Volt: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

42 1 garden seat cart 150 kg: solid version on 4 pneumatic 
tires: with storage compartment: seat height 42 cm: load 
capacity 150 kg: total width 35 cm: 2020: unused and 
packaged

10 €

43 1 pair of work shoes: size 44: oil resistant: 2020: unused 
and packaged

10 €

44 1 piece Multifunctional Ladder 4 x 4 steps: can also be used 
as a scaffolding base: year of construction 2020: unused 
and packaged

10 €

45 1 piece Multifunctional Ladder 4 x 4 steps: can also be used 
as a scaffolding base: year of construction 2020: unused 
and packaged

10 €
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46 1 piece Multifunctional telescopic ladder: with folding 
function: max length 5,100 mm: can also be used as a 
folding ladder: year of construction 2020: unused and 
packaged

10 €

50 30 pieces construction buckets 12 liters black: 2020: 
unused

10 €

51 30 pieces construction buckets 12 liters black: 2020: 
unused

10 €

52 1 piece Lighting bar with fog light: 9 meters of cable: 7-pin 
plug: with triangular reflectors and 2 multi-chamber rear 
lights and a fog light: including bulbs: 2020: unused and 
packaged

10 €

53 1 piece Lighting bar with fog light: 9 meters of cable: 7-pin 
plug: with triangular reflectors and 2 multi-chamber rear 
lights and a fog light: including bulbs: 2020: unused and 
packaged

10 €
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54 1 piece Lighting bar with fog light: 9 meters of cable: 7-pin 
plug: with triangular reflectors and 2 multi-chamber rear 
lights and a fog light: including bulbs: 2020: unused and 
packaged

10 €

55 1 pcs Polishing machine 1200 Watt: including synthetic 
pad: LED display: 180 mm disc: including spare parts: extra 
side handle: year of construction 2020: unused and 
packaged

10 €

56 1 pcs Polishing machine 1200 Watt: including synthetic 
pad: LED display: 180 mm disc: including spare parts: extra 
side handle: year of construction 2020: unused and 
packaged

10 €

57 1 piece Segment lock: brand Abloy: with 2 keys: 1,100 mm 
length: widely used for bicycle / scooter or motorcycle: 
year of construction 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

58 1 piece Segment lock: brand Abloy: with 2 keys: 1,100 mm 
length: widely used for bicycle / scooter or motorcycle: 
year of construction 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

59 1 piece Screwdriver set 49-piece: 2020: unused and 
packaged

10 €
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60 1 piece Screwdriver set 49-piece: 2020: unused and 
packaged

10 €

61 1 piece Tool trolley 92-piece filled: with top box with 6 
drawers and a top compartment. The base cabinet has two 
wide drawers and a large bottom compartment with 
opening doors and is equipped with four castors. The 
drawers of the top box can be locked during transport. Two
drawers are filled with, among other things: 9-piece open-
ended spanner set 8-17 mm bite set with holder, hobby 
knife, tension meter, claw hammer, hacksaw, combination 
pliers, needle nose pliers, tape measure 3 meters, flashlight
4-piece screwdriver set, set of allen keys 25-piece socket 
set, caps from 4 to 22 mm., adjustable wrench and quick-
release collet.
Dimensions: 1075 x 330 x 620 mm: year of construction 
2020: unused and packaged

10 €

62 1 piece Segment lock: brand Abloy: with 2 keys: 1,100 mm 
length: widely used for bicycle / scooter or motorcycle: 
year of construction 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

63 1 piece Segment lock: brand Abloy: with 2 keys: 1,100 mm 
length: widely used for bicycle / scooter or motorcycle: 
year of construction 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

64 1 piece Tool trolley with top box with 6 drawers and a top 
compartment. The base cabinet has two wide drawers and 
a large bottom compartment with opening doors and is 
equipped with four swivel
wheels. The drawers of the top box can be locked during 
transport.
Dimensions: 1075 x 330 x 620 mm (lxwxh): year of 
construction 2020: unused and packaged

10 €
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65 1 piece Tool trolley with top box with 6 drawers and a top 
compartment. The base cabinet has two wide drawers and 
a large bottom compartment with opening doors and is 
equipped with four swivel
wheels. The drawers of the top box can be locked during 
transport.
Dimensions: 1075 x 330 x 620 mm (lxwxh): year of 
construction 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

66 10 pieces lashing straps 6 meters: 25 mm wide: breaking 
load 400 kg: unused and packed

10 €

67 10 pieces lashing straps 6 meters: 25 mm wide: breaking 
load 400 kg: unused and packed

10 €

68 1 piece tool trolley, Manster Tools Germany, 429 parts: 7 
drawers of which 7 drawers filled with tools including ring 
ratchet keys, with 2 fixed and swivel wheels, foam inlay in 6 
drawers: lockable side cabinet for aerosol cans etc., soft 
close drawers closure with lock, drawers lockable, color 
BLACK: production year 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

69 1 piece tool trolley, Manster Tools Germany, 399 parts: 7 
drawers of which 6 drawers filled with tools including ring 
ratchet wrenches, with 2 fixed and swivel wheels, foam 
inlay in 6 drawers: lockable side cabinet for aerosol cans 
etc., soft close drawers closure with locking, drawers 
lockable, 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

70 1 piece tool trolley, Manster Tools Germany, 399 parts: 7 
drawers of which 6 drawers filled with tools including ring 
ratchet wrenches, with 2 fixed and swivel wheels, foam 
inlay in 6 drawers: lockable side cabinet for aerosol cans 
etc., soft close drawers closure with locking, drawers 
lockable, 2020: unused and packaged

10 €
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71 1 piece Industrial vacuum cleaner: with HEPA filter: on 
wheels: for wet and dry vacuuming: no dust bag needed: 
can also suck up oil: with accessories: year of construction 
2020: unused and packaged

10 €

72 1 piece Industrial vacuum cleaner: with HEPA filter: on 
wheels: for wet and dry vacuuming: no dust bag needed: 
can also suck up oil: with accessories: year of construction 
2020: unused and packaged

10 €

73 1 piece 4 Tons garage jack: with minimum height 75 mm: 
maximum 500 mm: mobile with 2 fixed and 2 swivel wheels: 
handle is 650 mm: dimensions (folded and without handle) 
635x255x158 mm (lxwxh): unused and packaged

10 €

74 1 piece 4 Tons garage jack: with minimum height 75 mm: 
maximum 500 mm: mobile with 2 fixed and 2 swivel wheels: 
handle is 650 mm: dimensions (folded and without handle) 
635x255x158 mm (lxwxh): unused and packaged

10 €

75 1 piece filled tool box: 399 parts: KraftWorld: with trolley on
wheels and telescope trade: with ring ratchet wrenches: 
socket sets: pliers: screwdrivers and other tools: 2020: 
unused, packed in box

10 €
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76 1 piece filled tool box: 399 parts: KraftWorld: with trolley on
wheels and telescope trade: with ring ratchet wrenches: 
socket sets: pliers: screwdrivers and other tools: 2020: 
unused, packed in box

10 €

77 1 piece filled tool box: 399 parts: KraftWorld: with trolley on
wheels and telescope trade: with ring ratchet wrenches: 
socket sets: pliers: screwdrivers and other tools: 2020: 
unused, packed in box

10 €

78 1 piece filled tool box: 399 parts: KraftWorld: with trolley on
wheels and telescope trade: with ring ratchet wrenches: 
socket sets: pliers: screwdrivers and other tools: 2020: 
unused, packed in box

10 €

79 Security camera set CCTV with internet & 5G Phone 
viewing, with recorder and with 4 cameras, year of 
construction 2020: unused, packed in box

10 €

80 Security camera set CCTV with internet & 5G Phone 
viewing, with recorder and with 4 cameras, year of 
construction 2020: unused, packed in box

10 €
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81 Security camera set 5G Kit: WIRELESS: with recorder and 
with 4 wireless cameras, can be used for longer distances: 
HD image display: can be connected to Android / iOS / PC 
etc: year of construction 2020: unused, packed in box

10 €

82 Security camera set 5G Kit: WIRELESS: with recorder and 
with 4 wireless cameras, can be used for longer distances: 
HD image display: can be connected to Android / iOS / PC 
etc: year of construction 2020: unused, packed in box

10 €

83 1 generator with gasoline engine, HH8500 4-stroke 
gasoline, Silent version, 15 liter fuel tank capacity, oil 
content 0.6 liter, output 3x220 Volt and 1x380 Volt, Volt 
meter and automatic voltage correction, low-oil level 
warning, fuel gauge, unused and packaged

10 €

84 1 generator with gasoline engine, HH8500 4-stroke 
gasoline, Silent version, 15 liter fuel tank capacity, oil 
content 0.6 liter, output 3x220 Volt and 1x380 Volt, Volt 
meter and automatic voltage correction, low-oil level 
warning, fuel gauge, unused and packaged

10 €

85 1 generator with gasoline engine, HH8500 4-stroke 
gasoline, Silent version, 15 liter fuel tank capacity, oil 
content 0.6 liter, output 3x220 Volt and 1x380 Volt, Volt 
meter and automatic voltage correction, low-oil level 
warning, fuel gauge, unused and packaged

10 €

86 1 generator with gasoline engine, HH8500 4-stroke 
gasoline, Silent version, 15 liter fuel tank capacity, oil 
content 0.6 liter, output 3x220 Volt and 1x380 Volt, Volt 
meter and automatic voltage correction, low-oil level 
warning, fuel gauge, unused and packaged

10 €
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87 Welding machine Kraftworld 200 Amp: year of construction
2020: with electrode holder, cables 16 mm2 and earth 
clamp: electrodes: welding cap: manual: unused and 
packaged

10 €

88 Welding machine Kraftworld 200 Amp: year of construction
2020: with electrode holder, cables 16 mm2 and earth 
clamp: electrodes: welding cap: manual: unused and 
packaged

10 €

89 Welding machine Kraftworld 200 Amp: year of construction
2020: with electrode holder, cables 16 mm2 and earth 
clamp: electrodes: welding cap: manual: unused and 
packaged

10 €

90 Welding machine Kraftworld 300 Amp: year of construction
2020: with electrode holder, cables 16 mm2 and earth 
clamp: electrodes: welding cap: manual: unused and 
packaged

10 €

91 Welding machine Kraftworld 300 Amp: year of construction
2020: with electrode holder, cables 16 mm2 and earth 
clamp: electrodes: welding cap: manual: unused and 
packaged

10 €

92 Welding machine Kraftworld 300 Amp: year of construction
2020: with electrode holder, cables 16 mm2 and earth 
clamp: electrodes: welding cap: manual: unused and 
packaged

10 €

93 Water pump with petrol engine (4-stroke): 6.5 HP: 
diameter flanges 80 mm: capacity 60,000 liters / hour: 
suction height 7 meters: discharge height 30 meters: fuel 
tank 3.6 liters: also suitable for pumping waste water: with 
accessories: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €
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94 Water pump with petrol engine (4-stroke): 6.5 HP: 
diameter flanges 80 mm: capacity 60,000 liters / hour: 
suction height 7 meters: discharge height 30 meters: fuel 
tank 3.6 liters: also suitable for pumping waste water: with 
accessories: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

95 Water pump with petrol engine (4-stroke): 6.5 HP: 
diameter flanges 80 mm: capacity 60,000 liters / hour: 
suction height 7 meters: discharge height 30 meters: fuel 
tank 3.6 liters: also suitable for pumping waste water: with 
accessories: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

96 1 QUAD with petrol engine: 49 CC: air cooling: type SRO-
ATV012: with accessories: color Blue: year of construction 
2020: unused and packaged

10 €

97 1 QUAD with petrol engine: 49 CC: air cooling: type SRO-
ATV012: with accessories: color Blue: year of construction 
2020: unused and packaged

10 €

98 1 piece Cordless tool set 18 Volt consisting of a cordless 
drill with a battery 18 Volt: a hammer drill with an 18 Volt 
battery: both drills with work lights: with battery quick 
charger: with accessories: in plastic storage case: 2020: 
unused and packaged

10 €

99 1 piece Cordless tool set 18 Volt consisting of a cordless 
drill with a battery 18 Volt: a hammer drill with an 18 Volt 
battery: both drills with work lights: with battery quick 
charger: with accessories: in plastic storage case: 2020: 
unused and packaged

10 €

100 1 piece Cordless tool set 18 Volt consisting of a cordless 
drill with a battery 18 Volt: a hammer drill with an 18 Volt 
battery: both drills with work lights: with battery quick 
charger: with accessories: in plastic storage case: 2020: 
unused and packaged

10 €
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101 1 piece Cordless tool set 18 Volt consisting of a cordless 
drill with a battery 18 Volt: a hammer drill with an 18 Volt 
battery: both drills with work lights: with battery quick 
charger: with accessories: in plastic storage case: 2020: 
unused and packaged

10 €

102 2 ramps: galvanized: capacity 400 kg: dimensions 1,605 x 
250 x 66 mm (lxwxh): year of construction 2020: unused 
and packaged

10 €

103 2 ramps: galvanized: capacity 400 kg: dimensions 1,605 x 
250 x 66 mm (lxwxh): year of construction 2020: unused 
and packaged

10 €

104 1 piece Screwdriver set 7-piece: 2020: unused and 
packaged

10 €

105 5 hole punch pliers: 6 diameters up to 5 mm: 2020: unused 
and packaged

10 €

106 5 hole punch pliers: 6 diameters up to 5 mm: 2020: unused 
and packaged

10 €
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114 1 piece Tool box filled: 85-piece: with 5 storage 
compartments: inlay frames: solid version: year of 
construction 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

115 1 piece Tool box filled: 85-piece: with 5 storage 
compartments: inlay frames: solid version: year of 
construction 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

116 1 piece Tool box filled: 85-piece: with 5 storage 
compartments: inlay frames: solid version: year of 
construction 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

117 6 rolls of wrapping foil / stretch foil: 23 my: black - 500 mm 
x 300 meters: 2020: unbuttoned and packed

10 €

118 5 pieces Industry Flashlights: with batteries and charger: in 
luxury storage box with magnetic closure: year of 
construction 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

119 5 pieces Industry Flashlights: with batteries and charger: in 
luxury storage box with magnetic closure: year of 
construction 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

120 Wire cutting and tap set 60 pieces: in plastic storage case: 
2020: unused and packaged

10 €
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121 Wire cutting and tap set 60 pieces: in plastic storage case: 
2020: unused and packaged

10 €

122 Wire cutting and tap set 60 pieces: in plastic storage case: 
2020: unused and packaged

10 €

123 1 pcs Torque wrench 1/2 ”: in plastic storage case: 2020: 
unused and packaged

10 €

124 1 pcs Torque wrench 1/2 ”: in plastic storage case: 2020: 
unused and packaged

10 €

125 1 pcs Torque wrench 1/2 ”: in plastic storage case: 2020: 
unused and packaged

10 €

128 1 piece Dirt bike with petrol engine: color ORANGE / RED: 
year of construction 2020: unused and packaged

10 €
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130 1 piece HSS drill set 170-piece: twist drills sizes 1.0 / 1.5 / 
2.0 / 2.5 / 3.0 / 3.5 / 4.0 / 4.5 / 5.0 / 5.5 / 6.0 / 6.5 / 7.0 / 7.5 / 
8.0 / 8.5 / 9.0 / 9.5 / 10.0 mm: in plastic storage case: 
unused and packaged

10 €

131 1 piece HSS drill set 170-piece: twist drills sizes 1.0 / 1.5 / 
2.0 / 2.5 / 3.0 / 3.5 / 4.0 / 4.5 / 5.0 / 5.5 / 6.0 / 6.5 / 7.0 / 7.5 / 
8.0 / 8.5 / 9.0 / 9.5 / 10.0 mm: in plastic storage case: 
unused and packaged

10 €

133 1 piece polishing machine 1200 Watt LED: including 
synthetic pad: LED display: 180 mm disc: including spare 
parts: extra side handle: with accessories: year of 
construction 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

134 1 piece polishing machine 1200 Watt LED: including 
synthetic pad: LED display: 180 mm disc: including spare 
parts: extra side handle: with accessories: year of 
construction 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

135 1 piece Laser range finder 40 meters, with storage cover 
and batteries, including manual

10 €

136 1 piece Laser range finder 40 meters, with storage cover 
and batteries, including manual

10 €
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137 1 piece Laser range finder 40 meters, with storage cover 
and batteries, including manual

10 €

139 Extension cord reel 25 meters: 4 contacts with fuse: cord 
3G2.5 mm2: unused and packaged

10 €

140 Extension cord reel 25 meters: 4 contacts with fuse: cord 
3G2.5 mm2: unused and packaged

10 €

141 Extension cord reel 25 meters: 4 contacts with fuse: cord 
3G2.5 mm2: unused and packaged

10 €

142 1 piece of fruit / market scales 40 kg: with digital readout: 
programmable with standard prices: readable on 2 sides: 
with stainless steel weighing platform: production year 
2021: unused and packaged

10 €

143 1 piece of fruit / market scales 40 kg: with digital readout: 
programmable with standard prices: readable on 2 sides: 
with stainless steel weighing platform: production year 
2021: unused and packaged

10 €

144 1 piece of fruit / market scales 40 kg: with digital readout: 
programmable with standard prices: readable on 2 sides: 
with stainless steel weighing platform: production year 
2021: unused and packaged

10 €
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147 5 pieces Energy consumption meter: with wireless 
receiver: display of temperature and humidity: unused and 
packaged

10 €

148 5 pieces Energy consumption meter: with wireless 
receiver: display of temperature and humidity: unused and 
packaged

10 €

149 1 piece Industrial torch: with charger: in luxury storage box 
with magnetic closure, year of construction 2020: unused 
and packaged

10 €

150 1 piece Industrial torch: with charger: in luxury storage box 
with magnetic closure, year of construction 2020: unused 
and packaged

10 €

151 1 piece Industrial torch: with charger: in luxury storage box 
with magnetic closure, year of construction 2020: unused 
and packaged

10 €

152 100 cutting discs 125 mm for metal / stainless steel; 2021; 
unused and packaged

10 €
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153 100 cutting discs 125 mm for metal / stainless steel; 2021; 
unused and packaged

10 €

154 100 cutting discs 125 mm for metal / stainless steel; 2021; 
unused and packaged

10 €

160 1 pcs socket box 40- = pieces 1/2 "and 1/2": 2020: unused 
and packaged

10 €

173 Digital scale, max 300 kg, with memory functions and unit 
prices to be entered, stainless steel weighing platform size 
400x500 mm, year of construction 2020: manual, unused 
and packaged

10 €

174 Digital scale, max 300 kg, with memory functions and unit 
prices to be entered, stainless steel weighing platform size 
400x500 mm, year of construction 2020: manual, unused 
and packaged

10 €

181 2 pcs 4-way Power socket: with thermal protection: 1.4 
meter cable 3G2.5 mm2: with standard: year of 
construction 2020: unused and packaged

10 €
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182 2 pcs 4-way Power socket: with thermal protection: 1.4 
meter cable 3G2.5 mm2: with standard: year of 
construction 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

183 2 pcs 4-way Power socket: with thermal protection: 1.4 
meter cable 3G2.5 mm2: with standard: year of 
construction 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

184 2 pcs 4-way Power socket: with thermal protection: 1.4 
meter cable 3G2.5 mm2: with standard: year of 
construction 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

185 2 pcs 4-way Power socket: with thermal protection: 1.4 
meter cable 3G2.5 mm2: with standard: year of 
construction 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

186 2-part axle stand set 2 tons: heavy quality on stable 4 leg: 
min height 260 mm: max height 425 mm: 2020: unused and 
packaged

10 €
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187 2-part axle stand set 2 tons: heavy quality on stable 4 leg: 
min height 260 mm: max height 425 mm: 2020: unused and 
packaged

10 €

188 Lighting set with magnet: 7.5 meter cable with 7-pin plug: 
incl 4 lights: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

189 Lighting set with magnet: 7.5 meter cable with 7-pin plug: 
incl 4 lights: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

190 Lighting set with magnet: 7.5 meter cable with 7-pin plug: 
incl 4 lights: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

191 Blind rivet pliers set 41 pieces: with pliers and nails 10xM3 
10xM4 10xM5 10xM6: 2020: in plastic storage case: unused

10 €

192 Blind rivet pliers set 41 pieces: with pliers and nails 10xM3 
10xM4 10xM5 10xM6: 2020: in plastic storage case: unused

10 €
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196 Tile cutter 300 mm Profi: 2020: unused and packaged 10 €

197 Tile cutter 300 mm Profi: 2020: unused and packaged 10 €

199 16 pieces Tool box: dimensions 320 x 170 x 130 mm 
(lxwxh): with handle: removable inner compartment: in the 
lid are 8 special compartments for small items: year of 
construction 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

200 3 pieces Tool box: dimensions 320 x 170 x 130 mm (lxwxh): 
with handle: removable inner compartment: in the lid are 8 
special compartments for small items: year of construction
2020: unused and packaged

10 €

201 3 pieces Tool box: dimensions 320 x 170 x 130 mm (lxwxh): 
with handle: removable inner compartment: in the lid are 8 
special compartments for small items: year of construction
2020: unused and packaged

10 €
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202 1 pcs Steering knuckle fork set 5-piece: with 2 handles and 
3 forks in sizes 17.24 and 28 mm: in plastic storage case: 
year of construction 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

203 1 oil filter key set 30-piece: with oil filter keys, adapters and 
end caps: for almost all car brands: in plastic storage case: 
year of construction 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

207 3 pieces Towing cable 3.5 meters long: 1.8 Ton capacity: 
with red signaling flag: year of construction 2020: unused 
and packaged

10 €

208 3 pieces Towing cable 3.5 meters long: 1.8 Ton capacity: 
with red signaling flag: year of construction 2020: unused 
and packaged

10 €
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209 12 pieces of aerosol brake cleaner 500 ml MOTIP, 2020: 
unused, packed in a box

10 €

210 12 pieces of aerosol brake cleaner 500 ml MOTIP, 2020: 
unused, packed in a box

10 €

211 12 pieces of aerosol brake cleaner 500 ml MOTIP, 2020: 
unused, packed in a box

10 €

212 12 pieces of aerosol brake cleaner 500 ml MOTIP, 2020: 
unused, packed in a box

10 €

213 Chisel set 5-piece: 6/13/19/25/32 mm: in plastic storage 
case: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

214 Chisel set 5-piece: 6/13/19/25/32 mm: in plastic storage 
case: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €
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215 Chisel set 5-piece: 6/13/19/25/32 mm: in plastic storage 
case: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

216 6 rolls of wrapping foil / stretch foil: 23 my: transparent - 
500 mm x 300 meters: 2020: unbuttoned and packed

10 €

217 6 rolls of wrapping foil / stretch foil: 23 my: transparent - 
500 mm x 300 meters: 2020: unbuttoned and packed

10 €

218 6 rolls of wrapping foil / stretch foil: 23 my: transparent - 
500 mm x 300 meters: 2020: unbuttoned and packed

10 €

219 Suction cup set 3-fold: 3 vacuum suction cups round 118 
mm: max load 100 kg: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

220 Suction cup set 3-fold: 3 vacuum suction cups round 118 
mm: max load 100 kg: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

221 Suction cup set 3-fold: 3 vacuum suction cups round 118 
mm: max load 100 kg: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €
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222 Suction cup set 3-fold: 3 vacuum suction cups round 118 
mm: max load 100 kg: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

223 2 pieces Suction cup set 2-fold: 2 vacuum suction cups 
around 115 mm: max tillast 50 kg: 2020: unused and packed

10 €

224 2 pieces Suction cup set 2-fold: 2 vacuum suction cups 
around 115 mm: max tillast 50 kg: 2020: unused and packed

10 €

225 2 pieces Suction cup set 2-fold: 2 vacuum suction cups 
around 115 mm: max tillast 50 kg: 2020: unused and packed

10 €

232 Chain hoist 1 Ton: 2.5 meter chain with safety hook: 2020: 
unused and packaged

10 €

233 Chain hoist 1 Ton: 2.5 meter chain with safety hook: 2020: 
unused and packaged

10 €
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236 125 mm vice on swivel base: year of construction 2020: 
unused and packaged

10 €

237 125 mm vice on swivel base: year of construction 2020: 
unused and packaged

10 €

238 125 mm vice on swivel base: year of construction 2020: 
unused and packaged

10 €

241 Bench grinder GDS 125A: complete with coarse and fine 
grinding disc: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

242 Bench grinder GDS 125A: complete with coarse and fine 
grinding disc: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

243 Hand winch 540 kilos: 15 meters of cable (4 mm) with 
safety hook: frame with holes for mounting: with crank: 
2020: unused and packaged

10 €
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244 Hand winch 540 kilos: 15 meters of cable (4 mm) with 
safety hook: frame with holes for mounting: with crank: 
2020: unused and packaged

10 €

245 Hand winch 540 kilos: 15 meters of cable (4 mm) with 
safety hook: frame with holes for mounting: with crank: 
2020: unused and packaged

10 €

248 O-rings set 419-piece metric: round 3-50 mm: 2020: in 
plastic storage case: unused and packed

10 €

249 O-rings set 419-piece metric: round 3-50 mm: 2020: in 
plastic storage case: unused and packed

10 €

250 O-rings set 419-piece metric: round 3-50 mm: 2020: in 
plastic storage case: unused and packed

10 €

251 O-rings set 419-piece metric: round 3-50 mm: 2020: in 
plastic storage case: unused and packed

10 €
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253 Grease gun Hallbauer: suitable for individual cartridges: 
with nozzle and cup: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

254 Battery charger 12 Volt, 6 Amp: with overvoltage 
protection: status display with LED lights: with battery 
clamps and cables: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

255 Battery charger 12 Volt, 6 Amp: with overvoltage 
protection: status display with LED lights: with battery 
clamps and cables: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

256 Manual hoist 2 Ton with steel wire: with safety hooks on 
both sides: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

257 Manual hoist 2 Ton with steel wire: with safety hooks on 
both sides: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €
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261 2 pieces Rotating beacon orange: magnetic attachment: 
with plug for 12 Volt connection and spiral cord: 2020: 
unused and packaged

10 €

262 Hole saw 8-piece: suitable for wood and thin metal plates: 
for holes 63/76/89/102/127 mm: in plastic storage case: 
2020: unused and packed

10 €

263 Hole saw 8-piece: suitable for wood and thin metal plates: 
for holes 63/76/89/102/127 mm: in plastic storage case: 
2020: unused and packed

10 €

264 Hole saw 8-piece: suitable for wood and thin metal plates: 
for holes 63/76/89/102/127 mm: in plastic storage case: 
2020: unused and packed

10 €

265 2 pcs hole saw 11-piece set: suitable for wood and thin 
metal plates: for holes 19/22/28/32/38/44/51/64 mm: in 
plastic storage case: 2020: unused and packed

10 €
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266 2 pcs hole saw 11-piece set: suitable for wood and thin 
metal plates: for holes 19/22/28/32/38/44/51/64 mm: in 
plastic storage case: 2020: unused and packed

10 €

267 2 pcs hole saw 11-piece set: suitable for wood and thin 
metal plates: for holes 19/22/28/32/38/44/51/64 mm: in 
plastic storage case: 2020: unused and packed

10 €

268 2 pcs hole saw 11-piece set: suitable for wood and thin 
metal plates: for holes 19/22/28/32/38/44/51/64 mm: in 
plastic storage case: 2020: unused and packed

10 €

269 2 pcs hole saw 11-piece set: suitable for wood and thin 
metal plates: for holes 19/22/28/32/38/44/51/64 mm: in 
plastic storage case: 2020: unused and packed

10 €

270 Caliper stainless steel 0-150 mm LUXE: in plastic storage 
box: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

271 Caliper stainless steel 0-150 mm LUXE: in plastic storage 
box: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €
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272 Caliper stainless steel 0-150 mm LUXE: in plastic storage 
box: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

273 Allen key set 9-piece: 2.0 / 2.5 / 3/4/5/6/8/10/12 mm: Allen
keys with comfortable handle: in plastic storage case: 
2020: unused and packaged

10 €

274 Allen key set 9-piece: 2.0 / 2.5 / 3/4/5/6/8/10/12 mm: Allen
keys with comfortable handle: in plastic storage case: 
2020: unused and packaged

10 €

275 Allen key set 9-piece: 2.0 / 2.5 / 3/4/5/6/8/10/12 mm: Allen
keys with comfortable handle: in plastic storage case: 
2020: unused and packaged

10 €

276 Allen key set 9-piece: 2.0 / 2.5 / 3/4/5/6/8/10/12 mm: Allen
keys with comfortable handle: in plastic storage case: 
2020: unused and packaged

10 €
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277 500 pieces Cable ties / Tie rips 430 x 4.8 mm black: unused 
and packed per 100 pieces

10 €

278 500 pieces Cable ties / Tie rips 430 x 4.8 mm black: unused 
and packed per 100 pieces

10 €

281 Cable cutter 450 mm / 18 ”: heavy version: 2020: unused 
and packaged

10 €

282 Cable cutter 450 mm / 18 ”: heavy version: 2020: unused 
and packaged

10 €

289 2 surveyors 30 meters: large measuring tape with clear 
scale in feet and meters: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €
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290 2 surveyors 30 meters: large measuring tape with clear 
scale in feet and meters: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

291 2 surveyors 30 meters: large measuring tape with clear 
scale in feet and meters: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

292 2 pieces surveyor 50 meters: large measuring tape with 
clear scale in feet and meters: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

293 2 pieces surveyor 50 meters: large measuring tape with 
clear scale in feet and meters: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

294 2 pieces surveyor 50 meters: large measuring tape with 
clear scale in feet and meters: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €
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295 Surveyor 100 meters: large tape measure with clear scale 
in feet and meters: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

296 Surveyor 100 meters: large tape measure with clear scale 
in feet and meters: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

297 Surveyor 100 meters: large tape measure with clear scale 
in feet and meters: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

304 1 piece Lawn mower Scheppach Germany: type MS132-42:
self-propelled: 2.5 kW: cutting width 510 mm: own weight 
24 kg: year of construction 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

305 4 pieces of locking pliers 250 mm / 10 ”: with quick-release 
function: 2020: unused and packed in blister

10 €

306 4 pieces of locking pliers 250 mm / 10 ”: with quick-release 
function: 2020: unused and packed in blister

10 €
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307 Routing set 12-piece: 12 cutters for various profiles / slots 
to be made in wood: spindle 6.35 mm: with Allen key: in 
luxury wooden storage box: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

308 Routing set 12-piece: 12 cutters for various profiles / slots 
to be made in wood: spindle 6.35 mm: with Allen key: in 
luxury wooden storage box: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

309 Routing set 12-piece: 12 cutters for various profiles / slots 
to be made in wood: spindle 6.35 mm: with Allen key: in 
luxury wooden storage box: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

317 3 pieces Towing cable 3.5 meters long: 1.8 Ton capacity: 
with red signaling flag: year of construction 2020: unused 
and packaged

10 €
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318 3 pieces Towing cable 3.5 meters long: 1.8 Ton capacity: 
with red signaling flag: year of construction 2020: unused 
and packaged

10 €

319 3 pieces Towing cable 3.5 meters long: 1.8 Ton capacity: 
with red signaling flag: year of construction 2020: unused 
and packaged

10 €

320 Drill set 8-piece SDS: suitable for concrete and natural 
stone: with SDS quick-release: in plastic storage case: 
2020: unused and packaged

10 €

321 Drill set 8-piece SDS: suitable for concrete and natural 
stone: with SDS quick-release: in plastic storage case: 
2020: unused and packaged

10 €
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322 Drill set 8-piece SDS: suitable for concrete and natural 
stone: with SDS quick-release: in plastic storage case: 
2020: unused and packaged

10 €

323 T-hex key set 10-piece: sizes 2 / 2.5 / 3/4 / 4.5 / 5 / 5.5 / 
6/8/10 mm with storage holder: 2020: unused and 
packaged

10 €

324 T-hex key set 10-piece: sizes 2 / 2.5 / 3/4 / 4.5 / 5 / 5.5 / 
6/8/10 mm with storage holder: 2020: unused and 
packaged

10 €

325 T-hex key set 10-piece: sizes 2 / 2.5 / 3/4 / 4.5 / 5 / 5.5 / 
6/8/10 mm with storage holder: 2020: unused and 
packaged

10 €

330 1 pcs Starter cable set 300 Amp: length cables 2.5 meters: 
with heavy clamps: in storage case: 2020: unused and 
packaged

10 €
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331 1 pcs Starter cable set 300 Amp: length cables 2.5 meters: 
with heavy clamps: in storage case: 2020: unused and 
packaged

10 €

332 2 pieces Starter cable set 300 Amp: length cables 2.5 
meters: with heavy clamps: in storage case: 2020: unused 
and packaged

10 €

335 5 pieces Towing cable 3.5 meters long: 1.8 Ton capacity: 
with red signal flag: year of construction 2020: unused and 
packaged

10 €

336 Garden tool set: consisting of 1 x spade: 1 x bats: 1 x 3 
tooth: 1 x edge cutter: unused and packaged

10 €

341 Universal wheel clamp: hardened steel: universally 
applicable: 2020: unused and packed in blister packaging

10 €
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342 Wheel clamp with lock: sturdy wheel clamp for theft 
protection: suitable for 13-14-15 inch wheels: 2020: 
unused and packaged

10 €

345 1 piece Air blow gun: long model: with Orion hose 
connection: 2020: unused, packed in blister

10 €

346 1 piece Air blow gun: long model: with Orion hose 
connection: 2020: unused, packed in blister

10 €

347 Tire fill meter with scale in Bar (12j and PSI (175): with Orion
coupling: 2020: unused in blister pack

10 €

348 Tire fill meter with scale in Bar (12j and PSI (175): with Orion
coupling: 2020: unused in blister pack

10 €

350 5 pieces of hearing protection with adjustable ear cups. 
Very good sound insulation properties. With CE mark. 
2020. Unused and packaged

10 €
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351 5 pieces of hearing protection with adjustable ear cups. 
Very good sound insulation properties. With CE mark. 
2020. Unused and packaged

10 €

352 5 pieces of hearing protection with adjustable ear cups. 
Very good sound insulation properties. With CE mark. 
2020. Unused and packaged

10 €

353 5 pieces of hearing protection with adjustable ear cups. 
Very good sound insulation properties. With CE mark. 
2020. Unused and packaged

10 €

354 Air wrench 1/2 ": reversible with 1/2" connection: 2020: 
unused and packaged

10 €

355 Air wrench 1/2 ": reversible with 1/2" connection: 2020: 
unused and packaged

10 €
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356 Chisel and pin driver set 12-piece: consisting of 3 chisels 10
to 16 mm: 9 pin drivers: in storage box: 2020: unused and 
packed

10 €

357 Chisel and pin driver set 12-piece: consisting of 3 chisels 10
to 16 mm: 9 pin drivers: in storage box: 2020: unused and 
packed

10 €

358 Chisel and pin driver set 12-piece: consisting of 3 chisels 10
to 16 mm: 9 pin drivers: in storage box: 2020: unused and 
packed

10 €

359 1 pcs Battery LED construction lamp 10 Watt: with 
chargers 12 Volt and 230 Volt: on rotatable support: can 
also be used as alarm light: year of construction 2020: 
unused and packaged

10 €

360 1 pcs Battery LED construction lamp 10 Watt: with 
chargers 12 Volt and 230 Volt: on rotatable support: can 
also be used as alarm light: year of construction 2020: 
unused and packaged

10 €

361 1 pcs Battery LED construction lamp 10 Watt: with 
chargers 12 Volt and 230 Volt: on rotatable support: can 
also be used as alarm light: year of construction 2020: 
unused and packaged

10 €
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362 1 pcs Battery LED construction lamp 10 Watt: with 
chargers 12 Volt and 230 Volt: on rotatable support: can 
also be used as alarm light: year of construction 2020: 
unused and packaged

10 €

363 4 pieces Knee protection Black: 2020: unused and 
packaged

10 €

364 4 pieces Knee protection Black: 2020: unused and 
packaged

10 €

366 2 pieces tarpaulin 3x4 meters: with metal rings: mildew 
resistant: UV protective: reinforced edges: 2020: unused 
and packed

10 €

367 1 piece tarpaulin 4x6 meters: with metal rings: mildew 
resistant: UV resistant: reinforced edges: 2020: 0nused 
and packed

10 €

368 1 piece tarpaulin 4x6 meters: with metal rings: mildew 
resistant: UV resistant: reinforced edges: 2020: 0nused 
and packed

10 €
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369 Ax with rubber handle: nylon handle with rubber grip: 2020: 
unused

10 €

370 Ax with rubber handle: nylon handle with rubber grip: 2020: 
unused

10 €

375 5 pieces Speed clamp 450 mm: with quick release button: 
2020: unused and packaged

10 €

376 5 pieces Speed clamp 450 mm: with quick release button: 
2020: unused and packaged

10 €

377 5 pieces Speed clamp 600 mm: with quick release button: 
2020: unused and packaged

10 €
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378 5 pieces Speed clamp 600 mm: with quick release button: 
2020: unused and packaged

10 €

379 1000 pieces of cable ties / tie ribs: 150x3.6: black: 2020: 
unused

10 €

380 1000 pieces of cable ties / tie ribs: 150x3.6: black: 2020: 
unused

10 €

381 1000 pieces of cable ties / tie ribs: 200x3.6: black: 2020: 
unused

10 €

382 1000 pieces of cable ties / tie ribs: 200x3.6: black: 2020: 
unused

10 €
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383 1000 pieces of cable ties / tie ribs: 300x3.6: black: 2020: 
unused

10 €

384 1000 pieces of cable ties / tie ribs: 300x3.6: black: 2020: 
unused

10 €

385 500 pieces of cable ties / tie ribs: 370x4.8: black: 2020: 
unused

10 €

386 500 pieces of cable ties / tie ribs: 370x4.8: black: 2020: 
unused

10 €

389 4 pcs squeegee 650 mm: with screw-on mechanism for 
handle: 2020: unused

10 €
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391 Industrial / workshop heater EUROM EK 2000: 230 Volt - 50
Hz - 2000 Watt: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

392 Industrial / workshop heater EUROM EK 2000: 230 Volt - 50
Hz - 2000 Watt: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

393 Industrial / workshop heater EUROM EK 2000: 230 Volt - 50
Hz - 2000 Watt: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

394 Industrial / workshop heater EUROM EK 2000: 230 Volt - 50
Hz - 2000 Watt: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

395 Industrial / workshop heater EUROM EK 2000: 230 Volt - 50
Hz - 2000 Watt: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

396 4 pcs Spirit level 600 mm: aluminum: 3 measuring points 
horizontal 45 and 90 degrees: scale in inches and mm: 
2020: unused

10 €

397 4 pcs Spirit level 600 mm: aluminum: 3 measuring points 
horizontal 45 and 90 degrees: scale in inches and mm: 
2020: unused

10 €
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398 Spirit level 2000 mm: aluminum: 3 measuring glasses: 
adjustable angle spirit level: scale in inches and mm: 2020: 
unused

10 €

399 Spirit level 2000 mm: aluminum: 3 measuring glasses: 
adjustable angle spirit level: scale in inches and mm: 2020: 
unused

10 €

400 1 Magazine rack PROVOST consisting of 2 uprights and 4 
shelves
dimensions uprights: 2400 x 800
dimensions of shelves: 2000 mm
Location: B2

25 €

400 Spirit level 2000 mm: aluminum: 3 measuring glasses: 
adjustable angle spirit level: scale in inches and mm: 2020: 
unused

10 €

401 1 folding work table NN, with wooden top
Dimensions: 1200 x 700 x H 840
Weight class: 50 to 100 kg
Location: B2

5 €

401 Spirit level 2000 mm: aluminum: 3 measuring glasses: 
adjustable angle spirit level: scale in inches and mm: 2020: 
unused

10 €

402 2 Alu ladders, 1 of which is foldable with 5 steps
Location: B2

15 €
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402 Oil collection tray 16 liters with spout: diameter ca 430 
mm: 2020: unused

10 €

403 1 Cordless milling machine MAKITA DRT50ZJX9, equipped 
with charger, battery and various accessories, lying in PVC 
work case
Location: B2

40 €

403 Oil collection tray 16 liters with spout: diameter ca 430 
mm: 2020: unused

10 €

404 1 battery MAKITA BDF453 drill, equipped with 2 batteries, 
without charger, lying in PVC work case
Location: B2

20 €

404 Oil collection tray 16 liters with spout: diameter ca 430 
mm: 2020: unused

10 €

405 2 MAKITA electric impact drills including HR2400 and 
HR2600, lying in 1 PVC work case
Location: B2

30 €

405 Oil collection tray 16 liters with spout: diameter ca 430 
mm: 2020: unused

10 €
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406 1 cordless screwdriver MAKITA BDF343 with battery, 
without charger, lying in PVC work case
Location: B2

15 €

407 3 BOSCH tools including 1x electric sander PSS200A, 1x 
electric multi-tool PMF190E and 1x battery screwdriver 
PSR 18LI-2 with 2 batteries and charger, lying in 2 PVC 
work cases
Location: B2

30 €

408 2 DEWALT power tools including 1x DW450 grinding disc 
and 1x DW343-QS jigsaw, lying in 2 PVC work cases
Location: B2

25 €

408 5 pieces of pliers 200 mm: with insulated handles: year of 
construction 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

409 1 gyproc screwdriver DUROFIX ASM4050, lying in a PVC 
work case
Location: B2

15 €

409 5 pieces of pliers 200 mm: with insulated handles: year of 
construction 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

410 1 Seesnake RIGID, lying in PVC work case
Location: B2

15 €
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411 1 paint sprayer WAGNER CONTROL PRO 250 M, equipped 
with paint gun, lying in original box
Location: B2

50 €

412 1 All-purpose vacuum cleaner LAVOR GN22TOP
Location: B2

25 €

412 Bolt cutter 900 mm / 36 ”: heavy quality: 2020: unused and 
packaged

10 €

413 1 telescopic ladder with 12 steps
Location: B2

15 €

413 Bolt cutter 900 mm / 36 ”: heavy quality: 2020: unused and 
packaged

10 €

414 1 paint sprayer WAGNER W925E lying in original packaging 
and 1 adapter WAGNER W925E
Location: B2

30 €

415 4 sorting bins with various contents including screws, nails 
and connectors
Location: B2

15 €
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416 1 compressor DYNAMAIR 24L, year of construction: 2007
Location: B2

15 €

416 Cable cutter 900 mm / 36 ”: heavy version: 2020: unused 
and packaged

10 €

417 3 various STANLEY tool boxes containing various hand and 
masonry tools
Location: B2

10 €

417 Cable cutter 900 mm / 36 ”: heavy version: 2020: unused 
and packaged

10 €

418 1 KINZO hot air gun and 2 mortar tubs and 1 bucket
Location: B2

10 €

418 Ax 1500 grams: nylon handle with ergonomic rubber inlay: 
length 900 mm: 2020: unused

10 €
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419 1 mobile and folding saw table TENDO TOOLS SLIDER 
TT225
Dimensions: 970 x 570 x H 900
Weight class: 23 to 50kg
Location: B2

50 €

419 Ax 1500 grams: nylon handle with ergonomic rubber inlay: 
length 900 mm: 2020: unused

10 €

420 5 various machine guides including 1x MAKITA and 1 tile 
cutter
Location: B2

25 €

420 5 pieces crowbar: 600 mm length: with nail puller: painted 
blue: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

421 3 trolleys containing various tools and accessories 
including: 1 brushing machine, hand tools, 2 traffic signs 
with feet, 2 car tires, mounting material, 1 sink, extension 
cords, 2 vises, garden sprinkler, side mirrors, garage stool, 
(trolleys exclusive)
Location: B2

50 €

421 5 pieces crowbar: 600 mm length: with nail puller: painted 
blue: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €
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422 5 pieces crowbar: 600 mm length: with nail puller: painted 
blue: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

423 10 pieces crowbar: 600 mm length: with nail puller: painted 
blue: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

428 1 piece Dent removal set 7-piece in plastic storage case: 
2020: unused and packaged

10 €

429 1 piece Dent removal set 7-piece in plastic storage case: 
2020: unused and packaged

10 €

437 1 piece Pneumamitsche Stapler / Tacker: suitable for 
staples 16-60 mm: max pressure 8.3 Bar: 2020: unused and
packaged

10 €
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438 1 piece Pneumamitsche Stapler / Tacker: suitable for 
staples 16-60 mm: max pressure 8.3 Bar: 2020: unused and
packaged

10 €

446 1 pcs Cable reel 10 meters: with thermal overvoltage 
protection: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

447 1 pcs Cable reel 10 meters: with thermal overvoltage 
protection: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

448 1 pcs Cable reel 10 meters: with thermal overvoltage 
protection: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

449 1 pcs Cable reel 10 meters: with thermal overvoltage 
protection: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

450 1 pcs Cable reel 10 meters: with thermal overvoltage 
protection: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €
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455 1 piece Tire storage rack: mobile: 2020: unused and 
packaged

10 €

461 1 piece Construction lamp 400 Watt: HALO: EAN 
5412748710670: dimensions 70 x 125 x 220 mm (lxwxh): IP 
44: 1 kg: year of construction 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

462 1 piece Construction lamp 400 Watt: HALO: EAN 
5412748710670: dimensions 70 x 125 x 220 mm (lxwxh): IP 
44: 1 kg: year of construction 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

463 1 piece Construction lamp 400 Watt: HALO: EAN 
5412748710670: dimensions 70 x 125 x 220 mm (lxwxh): IP 
44: 1 kg: year of construction 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

465 1 pcs folding Workmate: 2020: unused and packaged 10 €

466 1 pcs folding Workmate: 2020: unused and packaged 10 €
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471 1 auger 75 mm: 2020: unused 10 €

472 1 auger 75 mm: 2020: unused 10 €

473 1 auger 75 mm: 2020: unused 10 €

474 6 pieces Tork towel rolls / insutrier rolls: 200 mm wide: 
2020: unused and packed

5 €

475 6 pieces Tork towel rolls / insutrier rolls: 200 mm wide: 
2020: unused and packed

5 €

476 6 pieces Tork towel rolls / insutrier rolls: 200 mm wide: 
2020: unused and packed

5 €
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477 6 pieces Tork towel rolls / insutrier rolls: 200 mm wide: 
2020: unused and packed

5 €

478 6 pieces Tork towel rolls / insutrier rolls: 200 mm wide: 
2020: unused and packed

5 €

480 1 piece 215-piece tool set including 3 ergonomic ratchets: 
caps: extension caps: 2020: in storage case: unused and 
packaged

10 €

481 1 108-piece tool set with 2 ratchet wrenches and sockets: 
year 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

482 1 108-piece tool set with 2 ratchet wrenches and sockets: 
year 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

483 1 108-piece tool set with 2 ratchet wrenches and sockets: 
year 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

484 1 108-piece tool set with 2 ratchet wrenches and sockets: 
year 2020: unused and packaged

10 €
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485 1 pcs chainsaw with 52 cc petrol engine: 2.0 kW: bar length 
500 mm: with chain and protective cover: 2020: unused 
and packed in box

10 €

486 1 pcs chainsaw with 52 cc petrol engine: 2.0 kW: bar length 
500 mm: with chain and protective cover: 2020: unused 
and packed in box

10 €

487 1 pcs chainsaw with 52 cc petrol engine: 2.0 kW: bar length 
500 mm: with chain and protective cover: 2020: unused 
and packed in box

10 €

488 1 garage / workshop lounger: with 6 castor wheels and 
pillow: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

489 1 garage / workshop lounger: with 6 castor wheels and 
pillow: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

490 1 piece Compressor with 24 liter tank: with accessories: 
2020: unused and packaged

10 €

491 1 piece Compressor with 24 liter tank: with accessories: 
2020: unused and packaged

10 €
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492 1 piece Compressor with 40 liter tank: with accessories: 
2020: unused and packaged

10 €

493 1 piece Clamp and Ring spanner set: 26 pieces: sizes 6 to 
32: in storage case: year of construction 2020: unused and 
packaged

10 €

494 1 piece Clamp and Ring spanner set: 26 pieces: sizes 6 to 
32: in storage case: year of construction 2020: unused and 
packaged

10 €

495 1 telescope ladder 3.2 meters, with hallmark: 2020: unused 
and packaged

10 €

496 1 telescope ladder 3.2 meters, with hallmark: 2020: unused 
and packaged

10 €
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497 1 telescope ladder 3.2 meters, with hallmark: 2020: unused 
and packaged

10 €

498 1 piece bit set 147-piece: 2020: unused and packaged 10 €

499 1 piece bit set 147-piece: 2020: unused and packaged 10 €

500 1 piece bit set 147-piece: 2020: unused and packaged 10 €

502 5 pieces of glue clamps: 250 x 50 mm: 2020: unused and 
packaged

10 €
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503 5 pieces of glue clamps: 250 x 50 mm: 2020: unused and 
packaged

10 €

504 5 pieces of glue clamps: 250 x 50 mm: 2020: unused and 
packaged

10 €

505 5 pieces of glue clamps: 250 x 50 mm: 2020: unused and 
packaged

10 €

506 1 pcs Bolts and nuts set 1001-piece: in storage cabinet: 
2020: unused and packaged

10 €

507 1 pcs Bolts and nuts set 1001-piece: in storage cabinet: 
2020: unused and packaged

10 €
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508 1 pcs Bolts and nuts set 1001-piece: in storage cabinet: 
2020: unused and packaged

10 €

509 1 pcs Bolts and nuts set 1001-piece: in storage cabinet: 
2020: unused and packaged

10 €

516 2 pieces Lifting belt 2 tons 2 meters: approved: 2020: 
unused and packaged

10 €

517 2 pieces Lifting belt 2 tons 2 meters: approved: 2020: 
unused and packaged

10 €

518 2 pieces Lifting belt 2 tons 2 meters: approved: 2020: 
unused and packaged

10 €

522 1 sack truck 200 kg: size 1200x595x670 mm: equipped with
pneumatic tires 300x4: 2020: unused and packed

10 €
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523 1 sack truck 200 kg: size 1200x595x670 mm: equipped with
pneumatic tires 300x4: 2020: unused and packed

10 €

524 1 sack truck 200 kg with flap: dimensions 1200x595x670 
mm: dimensions fold-out platform 310x420 mm: equipped 
with pneumatic tires 300x4: 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

530 1 piece File set 5-piece PROFI: 2020: unused and packaged 10 €

531 1 piece File set 5-piece PROFI: 2020: unused and packaged 10 €

532 1 LED spotlight with remote control: 3 Watt: suitable for 
outdoor use, for example to illuminate trees or facades: 
can shine various colors: with ground pin and mounting 
flange: year of construction 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

533 1 LED spotlight with remote control: 3 Watt: suitable for 
outdoor use, for example to illuminate trees or facades: 
can shine various colors: with ground pin and mounting 
flange: year of construction 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

534 1 LED spotlight with remote control: 3 Watt: suitable for 
outdoor use, for example to illuminate trees or facades: 
can shine various colors: with ground pin and mounting 
flange: year of construction 2020: unused and packaged

10 €
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535 1 LED spotlight with remote control: 3 Watt: suitable for 
outdoor use, for example to illuminate trees or facades: 
can shine various colors: with ground pin and mounting 
flange: year of construction 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

536 1 LED spotlight with remote control: 3 Watt: suitable for 
outdoor use, for example to illuminate trees or facades: 
can shine various colors: with ground pin and mounting 
flange: year of construction 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

537 4 pcs Powerpacks VARTA type 57054: with accessories: 
2020: packed per pcs in blister packaging: unused

10 €

538 4 pcs Powerpacks VARTA type 57054: with accessories: 
2020: packed per pcs in blister packaging: unused

10 €

539 4 pcs Powerpacks VARTA type 57054: with accessories: 
2020: packed per pcs in blister packaging: unused

10 €

540 4 pcs Powerpacks VARTA type 57054: with accessories: 
2020: packed per pcs in blister packaging: unused

10 €
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547 6 rolls of wrapping film / stretch film: 23 my: Black - 500 
mm x 300 meters: 2020: unbuttoned and packed

10 €

548 1 piece plunge saw with guide Scheppach Germany type 
PN-PL305: 1.010 Watt: cutting depth 115 mm: year of 
construction 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

549 1 piece plunge saw with guide Scheppach Germany type 
PN-PL305: 1.010 Watt: cutting depth 115 mm: year of 
construction 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

550 1 electric automatic screw machine Matrix type DSD 380: 
380 Watt: including screws: year of construction 2020: 
unused and packaged

10 €

551 1 electric automatic screw machine Matrix type DSD 380: 
380 Watt: including screws: year of construction 2020: 
unused and packaged

10 €

552 1 electric automatic screw machine Matrix type DSD 380: 
380 Watt: including screws: year of construction 2020: 
unused and packaged

10 €

553 1 piece Lawn mower Einhell Germany type BG-HRM 40: 
cutting width 400 mm: mowing spindle with ball bearings 
and 5 blades: 4-stage central cutting height adjustment: 
wide wheels: plastic roller round 50 mm: with collector 9 
capacity 23 liters): year of construction 2020: packed

10 €
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554 1 piece Lawn mower Einhell Germany type BG-HRM 40: 
cutting width 400 mm: mowing spindle with ball bearings 
and 5 blades: 4-stage central cutting height adjustment: 
wide wheels: plastic roller round 50 mm: with collector 9 
capacity 23 liters): year of construction 2020: packed

10 €

555 1 piece Industrial vacuum cleaner: with HEPA filter: on 
wheels: for wet and dry vacuuming: no dust bag needed: 
can also suck up oil: with accessories: year of construction 
2020: unused and packaged

10 €

556 1 piece Industrial vacuum cleaner: with HEPA filter: on 
wheels: for wet and dry vacuuming: no dust bag needed: 
can also suck up oil: with accessories: year of construction 
2020: unused and packaged

10 €

557 1 piece Party tent: 3 x 6 meters: with roof and 6 side panels:
foldable: collapsible: professional quality: with polyester 
fabric and aluminum frame: year of construction 2020: 
unused and packaged

10 €

558 4 pieces Garden pole lamps: Prp: ight Branca LED 6 W Inox: 
EAN 5412748712506: made of stainless steel: year of 
construction 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

559 4 pieces Garden pole lamps: Prp: ight Branca LED 6 W Inox: 
EAN 5412748712506: made of stainless steel: year of 
construction 2020: unused and packaged

10 €
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562 1 piece Construction lamp 50 WATT LED: Proflie: EAN 
5412748669268: gray edge: dimensions 185 x 285 x 85 mm
(lxwxh): IP 65: 4 kg: year of construction 2020: unused and 
packaged

10 €

563 1 piece Construction lamp 50 WATT LED: Proflie: EAN 
5412748669268: gray edge: dimensions 185 x 285 x 85 mm
(lxwxh): IP 65: 4 kg: year of construction 2020: unused and 
packaged

10 €

564 1 piece Construction lamp 400 Watt: HALO: EAN 
5412748710670: dimensions 70 x 125 x 220 mm (lxwxh): IP 
44: 1 kg: year of construction 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

565 1 piece Construction lamp 400 Watt: HALO: EAN 
5412748710670: dimensions 70 x 125 x 220 mm (lxwxh): IP 
44: 1 kg: year of construction 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

566 5 pieces Construction lamp 400 Watt: HALO: EAN 
5412748710670: dimensions 70 x 125 x 220 mm (lxwxh): IP 
44: 1 kg: year of construction 2020: unused and packaged

10 €

571 1 piece Gravel cultivator Grizxzly type AGT 1036: working 
width 360 cm: 1,000 Watt: year of construction 2019: 
packed

10 €
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572 1 piece Gravel cultivator Grizxzly type AGT 1036: working 
width 360 cm: 1,000 Watt: year of construction 2019: 
packed

10 €

575 2 pcs extension cord 10 meters: for indoor and outdoor 
use: in storage case: production year 2021: unused and 
packaged

10 €

576 2 pcs extension cord 10 meters: for indoor and outdoor 
use: in storage case: production year 2021: unused and 
packaged

10 €

577 2 pcs extension cord 10 meters: for indoor and outdoor 
use: in storage case: production year 2021: unused and 
packaged

10 €

578 1 extension cord 20 meters: for indoor and outdoor use: in 
storage case: production year 2021: unused and packaged

10 €
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579 1 extension cord 20 meters: for indoor and outdoor use: in 
storage case: production year 2021: unused and packaged

10 €

580 1 extension cord 20 meters: for indoor and outdoor use: in 
storage case: production year 2021: unused and packaged

10 €

581 1 pair of work shoes: size 43: oil resistant: 2020: unused 
and packaged

10 €

582 1 pair of work shoes: size 44: oil resistant: 2020: unused 
and packaged

10 €

583 1 pair of work shoes: size 45: oil resistant: 2020: unused 
and packaged

10 €

584 1 pair of work shoes: size 41: oil resistant: 2020: unused 
and packaged

10 €

1000 1 tool trolley Red, ULTRATOOLZ, model 2021, 416 pieces, 
foam inlay version with 7 drawers: of which 7 drawers are 
filled: drawers and wheels with ball bearings: extra side 
door for spray cans, etc.: lockable, stainless steel worktop, 
approx. 1 meter working height. New, very light transport 
damage !!

295 €
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Location: B4

1001 1 tool trolley gray, ULTRATOOLZ, model 2020, 416 pieces, 
foam inlay version with 7 drawers: of which 7 drawers are 
filled: drawers and wheels with ball bearings: extra side 
door for spray cans, etc.: lockable, stainless steel worktop, 
approx. 1 meter working height. New
Location: B4

305 €

1002 1 tool trolley gray, ULTRATOOLZ, model 2020, 416 pieces, 
foam inlay version with 7 drawers: of which 7 drawers are 
filled: drawers and wheels with ball bearings: extra side 
door for spray cans, etc.: lockable, stainless steel worktop, 
approx. 1 meter working height. New
Location: B4

305 €

1003 1 tool trolley blue: ULTRATOOLZ, model 2020, 416 pieces, 
foam inlay version with 7 drawers: of which 7 drawers are 
filled: drawers and wheels with ball bearings: extra side 
door for spray cans, etc.: lockable, stainless steel worktop, 
approx. 1 meter working height. New
Location: B4

305 €

1004 1 tool trolley blue: ULTRATOOLZ, model 2020, 416 pieces, 
foam inlay version with 7 drawers: of which 7 drawers are 
filled: drawers and wheels with ball bearings: extra side 
door for spray cans, etc.: lockable, stainless steel worktop, 
approx. 1 meter working height. New
Location: B4

305 €

1005 1 MINITOOL multi-tool with 60 accessories
Location: B4

20 €

1006 1 Kitchen robot EISENBACH 2 in 1, dough machine and 
meat grinder, incl accessories without blender
Location: B4

75 €
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1007 1 Electric Hedge Trimmer XXL, Electric Hedge Trimmer 
XXL, adjustable height from 190 to 250 cm, head adjustable
as desired, in a working angle from -60 ° to + 80 °, length of 
the blade is 49 cm and is suitable for cutting branches with 
up to 1.6 centimeters in diameter, CE, GS, new in box
Location: B4

60 €

1008 1 shredder 2500 watts, Electrical Connection voltage 230 
V, Power 2500 W, Minimum speed 4500 rpm, Maximum 
diameter branches Ø40 mm, Content collection bag 50 
liters, Noise level 106 dB, Power cable length 0.35 meters, 
Protection class IP24, CE certification, Dimensions 
44x39x90 cm (LxWxH), Weight 9.7 kg, new in box
Location: B4

75 €

1009 1 Pot jack 30 tons, STALHKAISER
Location: B4

50 €

1010 1 Chainsaw Gasoline - 25.4 cc / 1 hp 2-stroke Engine - 
Blade length 25 cm / 10 inch - Easy-Start system with 
automatic chain lubrication and a chain brake system
Location: B4

65 €

1011 1 Chainsaw Gasoline - 25.4 cc / 1 hp 2-stroke Engine - 
Blade length 25 cm / 10 inch - Easy-Start system with 
automatic chain lubrication and a chain brake system
Location: B4

65 €

1012 1 Tool trolley ULTRATOOLZ, 299-piece set with stitch ring
ratchet set etc.
Location: B4

60 €

1013 1 Tool trolley KRAFTWOLRD, 399-piece set with stitch ring
ratchet set etc.
Location: B4

65 €
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1014 1 Diesel injector blow puller including adapters, 3x hose 
puller: 1.6kg / 160mm, 2.7kg / 460mm, 5.1 / 600mm. 
Towing forks with openings: 13.7x18mm, 105mm long, 
12.7x19mm, 130mm long. Slotted 1/2 "Drive sockets, 6 pt, 
100mm long. 25/27/28/29 / 30mm. -Sleeve design injector
extractor with supporting shells, outer diameter 35mm, 
internal diameter 29mm, M17x1.0 spindle. -Pulling adapter 
with external thread M27x1.0 (3pcs) and M25x1.0. -Pulling 
adapter with internal thread M27x1.0 (3pcs). Sliding 
hammer adapter for inner, outer and claw extractor.
Location: B4

90 €

1015 1 22-piece Pitch ring ratchet set, KRAFTWOLRD, metric 6-
32mm. Heavy set in aluminum case
Location: B4

60 €

1016 1 Rotary hammer and cordless drill set, F-TOOLS, 850 watt
drill hammer with SDS + technology and an 18 volt cordless
drill in case, unused
Location: B4

80 €

1017 1 cordless drill set DEUTSCHE STAHL, 2x18 volts 
machines, 1 with drill function, equipped with 2x lithium 
batteries and 1 hour fast charger, new in case
Location: B4

45 €

1018 1 150-piece drill set with titanium coating 1.0-10.0mm
Location: B4

25 €

1019 1 150-piece drill set with titanium coating 1.0-10.0mm
Location: B4

25 €
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1020 1 56-piece SDS drill set, STALHKAISER, SDS,
Location: B4

25 €

1021 1 170-piece drill set with titanium coating 1.0-10.0mm
Location: B4

28 €

1022 1 11 piece SDS drill set, Stanford, SDS.
Sizes 5 - 6 mm. (110 mm. Long)
6 - 8 - 10 mm. (160 mm. Long)
10 - 12 mm. (210 mm. Long)
10 - 12 - 16 - 20 mm. (450 mm. Long)
Location: B4

15 €

1023 1 108-piece socket set SCHWARTZMANN
Location: B4

25 €

1024 1 108-piece socket set F-TOOLS
Location: B4

25 €

1025 1 Gasoline generator, UNIVERSAL KRAFT UK8500W, 
3x220 volt, 1x 380 volt and 12 volt connection
Location: B4

125 €

1026 1 Gasoline generator, UNIVERSAL KRAFT UK8500W, 
3x220 volt, 1x 380 volt and 12 volt connection
Location: B4

125 €
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1027 1 Wet and dry vacuum cleaner, EVERSTEEL, EV-20-3600-
80, 80 liter boiler, 3600 watt, 220 volt, professional heavy 
machine, including accessories, new in box
Location: B4

195 €

1028 1 Wet and dry vacuum cleaner, EVERSTEEL, EV-20-1200-
15, capacity: 15 l, 1200 watts. The vacuum cleaner also has 
a blow function. This relates to a new product.
Location: B4

35 €

1029 1 Wet and dry vacuum cleaner, EVERSTEEL, EV-20-1200-
30, capacity: 30 l, 1200 watts. The vacuum cleaner also has 
a blow function and an extra socket. This relates to a new 
product.
Location: B4

55 €

1030 1 Workshop heater 2Kw, 220 volts
Location: B4

20 €

1031 1 Workshop heater 2Kw, 220 volts
Location: B4

20 €

1032 1 Tool box filled professionally, 86 piece tool box filled with 
quality tools in foam inlays. New in Box
Location: B4

60 €

1033 1 Tool box filled professionally, 86 piece tool box filled with 
quality tools in foam inlays. New in Box
Location: B4

60 €
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1034 1 Tool box filled professionally, 86 piece tool box filled with 
quality tools in foam inlays. New in Box
Location: B4

60 €

1035 1 10 Ton Dent Removal Set / Damage Repair Set, The Dent
Removal Set is very complete with many shortcuts so that 
you can get started right away. Bending, pressing, 
straightening, spreading, pushing and pulling is no problem 
with this powerful set. The set comes with a pump with 
safety valve, hose, various extensions and many 
accessories packed in a very handy and sturdy carrying 
case
Location: B4

95 €

1036 1 Motor jack 680kg, Lift capacity: 680kg - Lift height: 118 
to 368mm, - Foldable for compact storage, - Handle for 
easy movement, - Safety latch, - 360 degree rotating rear 
wheels, - Wide loading area, - Manual included
Location: B4

90 €

1037 1 set Professional pipe wrenches made of Chrome 
Vanadium in a roll case, 4 parts 175mm, 250mm, 300mm 
and 400mm, STAHLKAISER
Location: B4

20 €

1038 1 Combination wrenches 25-piece set (metric) in a matte 
finish. Beautiful and high-quality set of keys with a ring 
spanner on one side and a spanner in the same size on the 
other. 6-32mm
Location: B4

25 €

1039 1 brake line bleeder vacuum pump 20630, STAHLKAISER 
universal set for pressure and vacuum systems,
Location: B4

35 €
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1040 1 Car tire repair set 27 pieces
Location: B4

10 €

1041 1 Car tire repair set 27 pieces
Location: B4

10 €

1042 1 Brake piston STAHLKAISER return set or dismantling set 
18 pcs
Location: B4

20 €

1043 1 Digital Multimeter, Specifications Excel DT-9205A: - 
Extremely accurate- Many options- Automatically turns 
off- Automatic polarization- Very cheap for such a class of 
multimeter- AC Voltage 200mV, 2V, 20V, 200V, 700V- DC 
Voltage 200mV, 2V , 20V, 200V, 1000V- AC Current 2mA, 
20maA, 200mA, 20A- DC Current 200uA, 2mA, 20mA, 
200mA, 20A- Resistance (Ohm) 200.2k, 20k, 200k, 2M, 
20M, 200M- Capacity 2nF, 2-nF, 200nF, 2, uF, 200uF, - 
Diode measurement - Transistor HFE measurement - 9 
Volt battery
Location: B4

10 €

1044 1 cordless drill set 18V F-TOOLS, 18 volts 2x litium 
batteries and 1 hour fast charger, new in case
Location: B4

35 €

1045 1 STAHLKAISER 42-210 NM torque wrench 1/2 "with 3/8" 
coupling and extension 125mm. New
Location: B4

22 €
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1046 1 High-pressure cleaner Gasoline version 3000psi, 
powerful high-pressure cleaner with gasoline engine, max 
3000 psi, 4 different nozzles, incl hose and spray lance, new
in box
Location: B4

150 €

1047 1 Generator gasoline, H8500W, silent, 3x220 volts, 1x 380 
volts, HUTTENBERG, new
Location: B4

140 €

1048 1 Generator gasoline, H8500W, silent, 3x220 volts, 1x 380 
volts, HUTTENBERG, new
Location: B4

140 €

1049 1 Gasoline generator keystart ML TOOLS, H8500W, 3x220 
volts, 1x 380 volts, new
Location: B4

155 €

1050 1 hydraulic jack F-TOOLS: 4 tons, extra low insertion 
75mm, double pump, max 500mm
Location: B4

115 €

1051 1 22 Tons, Hydraulic Garage jack, pneumatically driven, 3/8
"connection, working pressure 5-8 bar, with 4 adapters, 
Stahlkaiser, new
Location: B4

165 €

1052 1 Water pump Petrol, KRAFTWORLD, 60M3 / hour incl 
accessories, new in box
Location: B4

105 €
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1053 1 Gasoline generator, KRAFTWORLD KW8500E, 3x220 
volts, 1x 380 volts, new
Location: B4

135 €

1054 1 automatic hose reel STALHKAISER for compressed air 15
meter auto stop function, maximum 900 PSI diameter 3/8 
", connection 3/8" With automatic reel stop, unlocked by 
pulling the hose briefly, swiveling holder, for wall mounting, 
with mounting bracket
Location: B4

65 €

1055 1 BKW socket wrench set extra heavy 21 pieces 3/4 ", sizes 
19-50mm, for trucks and heavy machines, chrome 
vanadium, new in case
Location: B4

65 €

1056 3 Casalux colors Northern lights, LED, with remote control 
for different programs
Location: B4

30 €

1057 1 10-piece knife set, IMPERIAL COLLECTION, high quality 
knife set
Location: B4

25 €

1058 1 10-piece butcher knife set, ROYAL SWISS
Location: B4

20 €

1059 1 12-person, 72-piece stainless steel quality cutlery set is 
supplied in a sturdy case that can be locked with a 
numerical code. The look of this cutlery set is superior, so 
you always have a beautiful set table for every occasion!
Location: B4

45 €
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1060 30 ET grinding wheels stainless steel 125mm 5 "
Location: B4

10 €

1061 30 ET grinding wheels stainless steel 125mm 5 "
Location: B4

10 €

1062 1 BOXER BX-201 Multi-sander, Voltage: 230 V, Power: 650 
W, Speed: 11000 min-1, Sanding surface: 140 x 140 x 80 
mm, Oscillation speed: 26000 min-1, Cord length: 2 m, new
Location: B4

40 €

1063 12 grinding wheels INOX 230mmx2mm
Location: B4

10 €

1064 12 grinding wheels INOX 230mmx2mm
Location: B4

10 €

1065 1 Start cable set, professional, STALHKAISER, 50mm2 
wire, 12v, also suitable for 24 volts, 2x 350cm
Location: B4

15 €
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1066 1 Start cable set, professional, STALHKAISER, 50mm2 
wire, 12v, also suitable for 24 volts, 2x 350cm
Location: B4

15 €

1067 1 16-piece power socket set, extended caps 1/2 ", 10 to 
32mm
Location: B4

30 €

1068 1 5-piece inner and outer bearing puller set, STAHLKAISER
Location: B4

45 €

1069 1 angle grinder 24 volts F-TOOLS, 125mm disc fits in it
Location: B4

50 €

1070 1 tire pressure gauge, STAHLKAISER, with 1 meter air 
hose, high quality, new
Location: B4

20 €

1071 1 81 piece rivet pliers
Location: B4

10 €

1072 1 rechargeable COB LED work lamp, STAHLKAISER, 
adjustable light volume and magnetic stand. Provides a lot 
of light
Location: B4

15 €
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1073 1 rechargeable COB LED work lamp, STAHLKAISER, 
adjustable light volume and magnetic stand. Provides a lot 
of light
Location: B4

15 €

1074 1 impact wrench F-TOOLS, 36 Volts battery, with 2 4.0 Ah 
lithium batteries with 1 hour charger, powerful machine in 
case, new
Location: B4

65 €

1075 1 Angle grinder from F-TOOLS, 36v 4.0ah battery !, 
Number of batteries / batteries included: 2, Battery / 
battery technology: Li-Ion, new in case
Location: B4

85 €

1076 1 Kitchen machine, PKM-1900.7, 1900 watts, including 
attributes, new in box, Silver
Location: B4

65 €

1077 1 Kitchen machine, PKM-1900.7, 1900 watts, including 
attributes, new in box, Black
Location: B4

65 €

1078 1 vacuum cleaner BSCM-1400.60 cyclone vacuum cleaner 
without dust bag, including all accessories, new in box
Location: B4

40 €

1079 1 ONEX Cable reel, 4 Sockets - 25 Meter - 3x2.5mm, 
Specifications, - Switches maximum 2500W - 3x2.5mm² - 4
Sockets - with pin earth - 25 Meter PVC cord, new
Location: B4

30 €

1080 1 Cable reel 40 meters, With child safety in sockets. With 
plastic handle. Thermal protection. Robust steel frame. 
With rotary knob. Maximum 2500W Cable: 3x 1.5 mm - PVC
cable, new

30 €
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Location: B4

1081 1 Welding machine, IGBT-N350, 300 amp max, incl 
accessories
Location: B4

65 €

1082 1 Electric Pizza Pan XXL, 46 cm, 1500 watts, complete set, 
new
Location: B4

20 €

1083 1 Thread cutting set | 45-piece | M6 - M24 | metric | 
incl.plastic case, 20 tapping drill for internal thread and 20 
cutting iron for external thread (1x per size): M6 x 0.75 - M8 
x 1.0 - M6 x 1.0 - M8 x 1.25 - M10 x 1.50 - M12 x 1.50 - M14 x
1.50 - M16 x 1.50 - M18 x 1.50 - M20 x 1.50 - M22 x 1.50 - 
M24 x 1.50 - M12 x 1.75 - M14 x 2.0 - M16 x 2.0 - M18 x 2.5 -
M20 x 2.5 - M22 x 2.5 - M24 x 3.0, 1 adjustable wind iron. 1 
threaded chuck. 1 cutting iron holder. 1 adapter for cutting 
iron holder.
Location: B4

55 €

1084 1 inner and outer bearing puller set 10 pcs STAHLKAISER, 
professional bearing puller set for inner and outer bearings
Location: B4

65 €

1085 1 petrol chainsaw 52cc, approx. 48 cm blade length, easy 
strart system, new in box
Location: B4

65 €

1086 1 petrol chainsaw 52cc, approx. 48 cm blade length, easy 
strart system, new in box
Location: B4

65 €
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1087 1000 disposable lighters, packed in separate sales packs of 
50 pieces
Location: B4

85 €

1088 1 litium cordless drill set 18 Volt KRAFTWORLD
Location: B4

45 €

1089 1 Welding hood automatically dimming, complete set, 
including gloves and apron
Location: B4

25 €

1090 1 Router 1200W, 220/230 Volt, 16000-30000 rpm, 8mm 
collet, milling depth 50mm, diameter suction connection 
3.2cm, You can adjust the speed of this machine 
continuously, so you can mill all kinds of wood very 
accurately. A 12-piece router bit set is supplied with this 
machine as standard. With these cutters you can create a 
wide variety of profiles, from straight slots to dovetail 
joints. You can also use cutters from other brands with a 
diameter of 8 mm in combination with this router.
Location: B4

50 €

1091 1 Pneumatic roller nail tacker, Weight: 3 kg, Dimensions: 30
× 32 × 14 cm, Drive: Pneumatic, Max. working pressure: 8.3 
bar / 120 psi, Recommended working pressure: 5-7 bar / 70
- 100 psi, Air connection: 1/4 "Euro coupling, Nails: Ø head: 
5-6 mm, thickness: 2.1-2.5 mm, length: 32- 57 mm, 
Contents magazine: 250-400 nails, Dimensions: 32 × 13.5 ×
29.5 (LxWxH), Weight: 2.9 kg, Approvals: CE, new in box
Location: B4

110 €

1092 196 Batteries AAA, PANASONIC, 4 packs of 48 pieces, 
packed in small sales packs of 4 pieces, exp dat 02-2023
Location: B4

35 €
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1093 196 Batteries AA, PANASONIC, 4 pack of 48 pieces, packed
in small sales packs of 4 pieces, exp dat 05-2023
Location: B4

25 €

1094 1 Halogen Heater 1200 watts, 3 positions
Location: B4

20 €

1095 1 petrol leaf blower, handy model with powerful petrol 
engine, STANWERK
Location: B4

50 €

1096 1 stainless steel fruit press SCHEFFLER, 1000 watts, 1.4 
liters, Improved power transmission
All detachable parts are dishwasher safe. Whole apples, 
carrots and other fruits can become grafted in seconds 
without any tricks. Stainless steel micro-corrosion for 
finest juices - 30% more juice and vitamins swivel filter - no
splashes
Location: B4

25 €

1097 1 surveillance set with 4 night vision cameras: thanks to the
network connection, you can follow your cameras via the 
internet and with your smartphone: day and night: a lens 
hood protects against bright sunlight: during the day the 
cameras provide a sharp color image: as soon as it gets 
dark, the infrared switches LEDs on (night vision distance 
up to 25 meters) 5G, Full HD, without screen
Location: B4

75 €

1098 1 surveillance set with 4 night vision cameras: thanks to the
network connection, you can follow your cameras via the 
internet and with your smartphone: day and night: a lens 
hood protects against bright sunlight: during the day the 
cameras provide a sharp color image: as soon as it gets 
dark, the infrared switches LEDs on (night vision distance 
up to 25 meters) 5G, Full HD, without screen
Location: B4

75 €
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1099 1 surveillance set with 4 night vision cameras: thanks to the
network connection, you can follow your cameras via the 
internet and with your smartphone: day and night: a lens 
hood protects against bright sunlight: during the day the 
cameras provide a sharp color image: as soon as it gets 
dark, the infrared switches LEDs on (night vision distance 
up to 25 meters) 5G, Full HD, without screen
Location: B4

75 €

1100 1 surveillance set with 8 night vision cameras: thanks to the
network connection, you can follow your cameras via the 
internet and with your smartphone: day and night: a lens 
hood protects against bright sunlight: during the day the 
cameras deliver a sharp color image: as soon as it gets 
dark, the infrared switch LEDs on (night vision distance up 
to 25 meters) 5G, Full HD, without screen
Location: B4

110 €

1101 1 Set of 4 wheelbarrow wheels, 4.80 / 4.00-8, with plastic 
rim and needle bearing axle, new
Location: B4

25 €

1102 1 Set of 4 wheelbarrow wheels, 4.80 / 4.00-8, with plastic 
rim and needle bearing axle, new
Location: B4

25 €

1103 1 telescopic ladder 380cm, easy to carry, quick and easy to 
extend, max 150kg
Location: B4

60 €

1104 1 telescopic ladder 420cm, easy to carry, quick and easy to 
extend, max 150kg
Location: B4

65 €
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1105 1 16-piece Torx and Inbus T handle set STAHLKAISER
Location: B4

15 €

1106 1 Pipe Tongs 120cm, 48 "Pipe Wrench (Length 1200mm - 
Jaw 125mm), Heavy-Duty Steel. Deep knurled, hardened 
jaws. Easy and quick to adjust, new
Location: B4

35 €

1107 1 pipe wrench 90cm, 36 "pipe wrench (pipe wrench length 
900 mm - jaw 80 mm), heavy-duty steel. Deep knurled, 
hardened jaws. Easy and quick to adjust, new
Location: B4

25 €

1108 1 Pipe Wrench 60cm, 24 "Pipe Wrench (Pipe Wrench 24" 
600mm), Heavy-Duty Steel. Deeply serrated, hardened 
jaws. Easy and quick to adjust, pipe capacity 3 "80mm., 
New
Location: B4

15 €

1109 1 Angle grinder 24 Volts, DEUTSCHE STAHL, 125mm disc 
fits
Location: B4

45 €

1110 1 18-piece pan set ROYALTY LINE, RL1802, new in box
Location: B4

45 €

1111 1 Welding machine, IGBT-N300, demo model, 
KRAFTWORLD
Location: B4

45 €
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1112 1 bolt cutter 60cm
Location: B4

15 €

1113 1 bolt cutter 60cm
Location: B4

15 €

1114 1 Petrol leaf blower, back model, powerful Petrol leaf 
blower 42.7cc, Air speed 300 km / h - incl accessories, new
Location: B4

85 €

1115 1 8-piece knife set incl stand, RL-KSS700N, ROYALTY LINE
Location: B4

20 €

1116 1 8-piece knife set incl stand, RL-KSS700N, ROYALTY LINE
Location: B4

20 €

1117 1 3-piece adjustable wrench set 150-250mm, BACHO
Location: B4

10 €

1118 1 3-piece adjustable wrench set 150-250mm, BACHO
Location: B4

10 €

1119 6 Swatt flashlight LED, flash light, X-BAL, with 
rechargeable battery 18650, incl holder for 3x batt AAA, 
and red cone, zoom lens, etc
Location: B4

20 €
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1120 240 Batteries AAA, PANASONIC, 5 packs of 48 pieces, 
packed in small sales packs of 4 pieces, total 240 pieces, 
exp dat 02-2023
Location: B4

35 €

1121 240 AA batteries, PANASONIC, 5 pack a 48 pieces, packed 
in small sales packs of 4 pieces, total 240 pieces, exp dat 
05-2023
Location: B4

30 €

1122 2 axes including, 1 Ax Kloof 1000 grams, 1 Ax 600 grams 
FIBER BIG LEAF
Location: B4

15 €

1123 3 Locksmiths, 1 Locksmiths 2000 gr, 1 Locksmiths 1500 gr.
And bench hammer 500gr FIBER BIG LEAF
Location: B4

20 €

1124 1 axes and sledgehammer set, 1 sledgehammer bench 
4000 gr fiber, 1 splitting ax fiber 2200 gr, 1 ax 1500 grams. 
FIBER BIG LEAF
Location: B4

40 €

1125 1 compressor 220 Volt, Compressor 1.5 hp, 150 l / min, 
including tire pressure gauge. Ideal for in and around the 
house. New in box, MIDI
Location: B4

50 €

1126 1 compressor 220 Volt, Compressor 1.5 hp, 150 l / min, 
including tire pressure gauge. Ideal for in and around the 
house. New in box, MIDI
Location: B4

50 €

1127 1 Oil-free Compressor 150 ltr, STAHLKAISER 150 ltr 3.5 
HP, 220 volts, oil-free operation, low-noise and suitable for
the food sector, new in box
Location: B4

335 €
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1128 1 Hedge trimmer TALEN TOOLS forged steel, item no 
D539, Design: straight cut, Width: 170 mm, Length: 631 
mm, Blade length: 270 mm, Weight: 1530 g.
Location: B4

10 €

1129 1 Hedge trimmer TALEN TOOLS forged steel, item no 
D539, Design: straight cut, Width: 170 mm, Length: 631 
mm, Blade length: 270 mm, Weight: 1530 g.
Location: B4

10 €

1130 1 Hedge trimmer TALEN TOOLS forged steel, item no 
D539, Design: straight cut, Width: 170 mm, Length: 631 
mm, Blade length: 270 mm, Weight: 1530 g.
Location: B4

10 €

1200 1 BOSCH miter and miter saw,
Type: PCM 8
Saw blade diameter: 216 mm
Saw blade bore: 30 mm
Connection value: 230-240V 50-60Hz
Power: 1200W
Dimensions: 550 x 410 x 450
Weight class: 0 to 23kg
Location: C15

25 €

1201 1 HP multifunction printer,
Type: OFFICEJET 8014
Read counter reading: unknown,
Equipped with digital display, power cable and 1 paper tray.
Dimensions: 460 x 370 x 250
Weight class: 0 to 23kg
Location: C15

10 €

1202 1 drain pump ROTHENBERGER,
Type: ROPUMP SUPER PLUS,
Lying in original box.
Weight class: 0 to 23kg
Location: C15

10 €
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1203 1 aluminum folding ladder EXCELSIOR,
Type 4x3
Equipped with 4x3 steps
Extended length: approximately 3400mm
Dimensions: 740 x 265 x 1000
Weight class: 0 to 23kg
Location: C15

10 €

1204 4 various measuring instruments, including:

1 BOSCH detector, type PDO MULTI, with original case,
1 wood moisture meter, type PROTIMETER MINI, with 
case,
1 digital multimeter with current clamp KEWTECH KT200, 
current measurement up to 400A, voltage measurement 
up to 600V,
1 gas detector RIGID, type MICRO CD-100, with original 
pouch.
Weight class: 0 to 23kg
Location: C15

40 €

1205 1 tool bag FACOM, containing 41 approximately various 
tools, including squares, various pliers, clock drills, 
masonry drills BOSCH 4-10 mm, various screwdrivers, 1 
battery screw / drill MAKITA, type DDF456, without 
BATTERY, hex keys, chisels, hammer, 1 incomplete socket 
set COSMOS, 1 incomplete set of speed drills, 1 
incomplete set of open-ended and ring spanner set 
HAUPA
Weight class: 23 to 50kg
Location: C15

40 €

1206 1 lot of masonry and plaster supplies, consisting of 174 
approximately various pieces including:
various aluminum profiles,
various ironing boards, including lengths 2300mm, 
2000mm, 1200mm, 850mm,
1 water level STANLEY, 1220mm,
1 bucket of filling paste for concrete DALAPRO NOVA, 
opened,
3 yard buckets,
3 various grout tubs, including diameter 600mm and 
450mm,

65 €
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1 workshop lighting NN,
various sangels,
1 hand pressure sprayer NN,
17 approximately various trowels and chips,
21 approximately various connecting pieces, connecting 
pieces for the chimney,
37 approximately various syringes including smoothing 
agent, silicone, wood glue,
1 bag of GAMMA quick cement,
various drills, plugs, screws, including SMART,
Various clamps, lying in tool case NN,
1 open roll of high speed transmission cable, ACOLAN 200 
UU,

Lying in 2 carts and 5 PVC bins.
Weight class: 100 to 250 kg
Location: C15
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